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Abstract: In South Korea’s public consciousness, Ch’inilp’a (pro-

Japanese collaborators) is often a term used interchangeably with the 

word traitor. Therefore, in South Korea, pro-Japanese collaborators are 

accused of betraying the Korean people during the years of Japanese 

colonial rule (1910–1945), thus deserving of posthumous criticism 

and shame. Because of this fixed attitude toward the issue, often any 

ambiguities that exist within the criteria of ch’inilp’a are ignored. 

However, such criteria rarely remain static. Thus, this paper examines 

how the public discussions regarding ch’inilp’a criteria has evolved 

during Korea’s post-liberation years. It analyzes texts from various 

periods, including Ch’inilp’a Kunsang (1948), Ch’inil Munhangnon 

(Pro-Japanese Literature) (1966). Ch’inilp’a: Kŭ In’gan’gwa Nolli (Pro-

Japanese Collaborators: The Person and the Logic) (1990), and 

The Ch’inil Inmyŏng Sajŏn (Pro-Japanese Biographical Dictionary) 

(2009). Through these texts, this paper analyzes in what ways the public 

discussions regarding the issue of ch’inilp’a criteria have evolved and 

what elements remain problematic. By doing so, this paper hopes to 

offer a more nuanced approach to a much-contested issue.
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The 1947 & 1948 Legislations 

Serious consideration of how to define ch’inilp’a only emerged after Japan’s colonial 

rule of Korea ended in 1945. Korean intellectuals and activists with diverse backgrounds 

mobilized to take part in rebuilding Korea as an independent state. One might assume that 

these groups unanimously agreed on how to reckon with collaborators but in reality, different 

political factions had different ideas about how to do so. Even before the establishment of 

the Interim Legislative Assembly in late 1946, Koreans could not agree on whether or not 

to punish collaborators, and to what extent to punish them if they decided to do so. One 

of the first efforts came directly after Japan’s surrender. The Kŏn’guk Chunbi Wiwŏnhoe, 

a committee for nation building, later to be reorganized as the Chosŏn inmin konghwaguk 

(the People’s Republic of Korea). This effort was led by Yŏ Unhyŏng, who announced that 

individuals who conspired with the Japanese had committed minjokchŏk choeak (ethnic sin) 

and could not be part of the nation-building effort. (Hŏ, 1998, 72) However, the Han’guk 

minjudang (Korean Democratic Party), ironically accused Yŏ Unhyŏng for being a pro-

Japanese collaborator, even though they themselves did not make any statements regarding 

how to reckon with collaborators. (Ibid., 1998, 74) As Hŏ Jong observes, early attempts to 

reckon with collaborators were heavily politicized by the left and right to legitimize and 

strengthen their parties. (1998, 76) These political moves were an integral part of the 

Interim Legislative Assembly’s sessions on collaboration, as well. 

The Interim Legislative Assembly played a major role in the ch’inilp’a discourse, as it 

was one of the first official institutions of elected officials that attempted to resolve the 

issue of collaboration through judicial measures. The Interim Legislative Assembly was 

established on October, 1946, under the guidance of the USAMGIK. From October 21 

to 31, 45 members were elected through an indirect election and the USAMGIK selected 

another 45 members. To balance the body politically, the assembly introduced the first draft 

of the Puil hyŏmnyŏkcha, minjok panyŏkcha, kansangbae e taehan t’ŭkpyŏl chorye (the special law 

on pro-Japanese collaborators, national traitors, and profiteers), on March 13, 1947. The 

T’ŭkpyŏlbŏp Kich’o Wiwŏnhoe (Special Drafting Committee) consisted of members of leftist 

persuasion. (Ibid., 2003, 98) 

As the title of the law suggests, this legislation categorized collaborators into three 

sections: pro-Japanese collaborators, national traitors, and profiteers. The law targeted a 

broad spectrum of collaborators, ranging from those who misused ration materials to those 

who worked as government officials in the colonial government. It treated collaboration as 

a criminal act and thus punishable by incarceration. 

The tide turned when South Korea established the constituent assembly on May 31, 

1948. The Constituent Assembly established the Panminjok Haengwi T’ŭkpyŏl Chosa Wiwŏnhoe 

(a special investigative committee of traitorous activities) and passed the Panminjok haengwi 

ch’ŏbŏlbŏp (National Traitor Law, henceforth “NTL”) on August 7, 1948. The first section of 

the law consisted of articles defining who the collaborators were, while the second section 

specified how Panminjok Haengwi T’ŭkpyŏl Chosa Wiwŏnhoe would be established, and the 
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third section that explained the process of the trials. The title Panminjok haengwi ch’ŏbŏlbŏp 

is far shorter than that of the 1947 legislation, which is significant in that under this new law, 

all degrees of collaboration were considered as treason against Koreans. 

Even though this law did not yield as much result as members hoped it would, it is 

often taken into consideration as a reliable source for judging whether or not a person was 

a pro-Japanese collaborator. However, like its precedent draft from 1947, the discussions 

surrounding the law illuminated how riddled it was with unresolved issues from the 

previous draft. 

The 1948 law was largely identical to the 1947 legislation in terms of content. The 

most obvious difference between the two laws was how they categorized collaborators. 

While the 1947 legislation divided collaborators into three separate categories—traitors, 

collaborators, and moribae (謀利輩)1 —the NTL did not attempt to differentiate them 

and lumped all collaborators into a single group. However, the punishment of perceived 

“national traitors” remained most severe. For instance, a person who collaborated at the 

time of Korea’s annexation into the Japanese empire could either be “sentenced to death 

or receive a life-sentence without parole and have more than half of their property and 

inheritance confiscated.” (See Appendix II, Article I) This type of capital punishment 

was again mentioned in Article III, which targeted those who “persecuted or killed 

independence activists or their family members with a vicious intent.” (See Appendix II, 

Article III) Although the law was not specifically divided into three different categories, 

it still showed that certain types of collaboration were viewed as traitorous and thus 

deserving of the most severe punishment possible. However, as the law made no distinction 

between acts of treason and acts of collaboration, it gave the impression that all forms of 

collaboration were deemed to be traitorous panminjok acts. 

Also, it is important to note that moribae was no longer punishable under the 1948 law, 

which reflects the committee’s decision to focus on acts that took place up until 1945, as 

the original section on moribae targeted people who committed the alleged crimes after 

1945. This move to limit the law’s application to acts committed during the colonial period 

solidified the notion that panminjok explicitly meant pro-Japanese. Therefore, anyone who 

was accused of being a pro-Japanese collaborator was simultaneously labeled as a traitor of 

Korean minjok. 

Ch’inilp’a Kunsang, 1948

Published in 1948, Ch’inilp’a Kunsang marks the first appearance of the ch’inilp’a issue 

in public discourse. As one of the first publications on the matter, it revealed how the 

public was introduced to the concept of pro-Japanese collaboration. This particular book 

should be noted for its emphasis on the “pro-Japanese” collaborators’ involvement in the 

Pacific War. The author condemned the pro-Japanese as chŏnjaeng hyŏmnyŏkcha (wartime 

collaborators), a term that was not used in either the 1947 and 1948 legislations. However, 

a different term, “war criminals,” was originally included in the first draft of the 1947 
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legislation. Choi observes:

It is not clear how the concept of “war criminals” suddenly became incorporated 

into (South) Korean political discourse on colonial collaborators. As discussed 

earlier, colonial collaborators were mostly understood and framed as pro-

Japanese elements and national traitors in post-liberation Korean society. 

Moreover, the definition of war criminals that the committee had proposed was 

obviously beyond what was generally understood as belonging to the definition 

of conventional war crimes as well as crimes against peace and crimes against 

humanity at the time of the Nuremberg trials and the Tokyo Trial. However, the 

incorporation of the concept of war criminals into the anti-collaborator law can 

be seen as part of the Korean leaders’ political effort to appropriate the politics 

of the U.S./Allied democratization of Japan. (Choi, 2017, 50). 

This controversial category did not survive the scrutiny of members of the South Korean 

Interim Legislative Assembly. However, there were specific clauses addressing wartime 

activities, which focused more strongly on the economic aspects of their wartime efforts. 

For instance, in Article 4, Clause 7, the law defined as collaborators “those who participated 

in war-related industries that manufactured airplanes, arms, and ammunition.” (See 

Appendix II, Article IV, clause 7.) In a broader sense, it defined those who collaborated 

with Japan’s policy of aggression as having committed treason. However, it did not specify 

further what wartime collaboration actually meant. Distinctly different from the 1948 law, 

Ch’inilp’a Kunsang not only accused individuals of collaboration with the Japanese, but also 

of collaboration with their wartime efforts. This clause specifically mentioned Japan’s naisen 

ittai (Japan and Korea, one body) policies and condemned those who believed “wartime 

collaboration would lead to securing Koreas’ well-being” by following such policies. (See 

Appendix III, 1.2) These Koreans should have known better. 

Furthermore, unlike the Panminjok’aengwi ch’ŏbŏlbŏp (NTL) of 1948, which focused 

more strongly on the acts themselves, Ch’inilp’a Kunsang dedicated more attention to the 

intentions behind the acts. It defined a pro-Japanese or wartime collaborator either as a 

person who committed the traitorous act with a “sincere heart” or as a person who “passively 

pretended” to collaborate. Even if a person collaborated passively to “avoid the police’s 

persecution and protect one’s safety, status or businesses,” they were still considered guilty. 

(See Appendix III) In the meetings there was a lengthy discussion over how to judge those 

with vicious intent. The 1948 law, for example, provided specific criteria, such as one’s 

position in the government, to determine whether a person was guilty of collaboration. 

On the other hand, as even passive collaboration was considered damnable in Ch’inilp’a 

Kunsang, any person who did not actively, passionately refuse collaboration (most often, 

those who avoided prison time) was labeled a pro-Japanese collaborator. For instance, if 

people’s names were listed in public lectures2, even if they did not physically give the speech, 

they were still found guilty of collaboration. And even personal safety was considered 
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inexcusable. (See Appendix III, 2.2.1.) 

Some argued that even though Korea did not directly take part in the war, Koreans 

must persecute wartime collaborators “who truly supported Japanese Empire’s victory in 

war.” (Ch’inilp’a Kunsang, 1948, 27) Many, indeed voiced, support for the war and urged 

Koreans to be part of the Japanese crusade to “free” the Asians. In fact, all collaborators 

mentioned in this paper participated in circulating the Japan’s wartime propaganda. 

However, whether supporting war propaganda should be considered a punishable crime 

must be seriously weighed within the larger context of whether war propaganda should also 

be categorized as a crime. 

Ch’inilp’a Kunsang certainly illustrates how the issue of collaboration was entangled 

with growing nationalist sentiments. As every action was judged as being for either minjok 

or panminjok, any activity other than active resistance or a life in seclusion from resistance 

was regarded as cowardly, unthinkable, and ultimately as a traitorous act committed against 

Koreans. In addition, the author of Ch’inilp’a Kunsang concluded that ch’inil and wartime 

collaboration were uniquely wrong. Therefore, these Koreans should have known that what 

they were doing was not right. They should have predicted that Japan would lose the war. 

This moral absolutism masks the actual moral ambiguities of the issue, which reveal that the 

line between resistance and collaboration was not as clear as one might hope. 

Ch’inil Munhangnon (Pro-Japanese Literature), 1966  

Post-liberation South Korea suffered from decades of political oppression under an 

autocratic leadership, such as that of president Park Chunghee. It is remarkable that Ch’inil 

Munhangnon was published in the midst of Park’s authoritarian rule, especially considering 

Park’s intimate relations with Japan. Im Chongkuk’s Ch’inil Munhangnon was one of the first 

attempts to academically approach the ch’inilp’a issue. Im goes beyond simply listing who 

the pro-Japanese collaborators were; He considers the political and social context of the 

issue by examining policies and laws implemented by different governors-general of Korea. 

Furthermore, he discusses various organizations with a tendency towards ch’inil, providing a 

context for which type of organizations emerged as Japan pushed for Koreans’ assimilation 

into its empire.  

Although it is important to acknowledge the novelty of Im’s research, it is equally 

important to note that his work was not free from adopting a moralistic approach towards 

the issue of collaboration. According to Im, there was clearly a right and wrong answer to 

what pro-Japanese collaborators should have done. He proudly named various individuals 

who “remained faithful to one’s principles” (Im, 2014, 507) and praised them for not writing 

any “pro-Japanese words.” (Ibid., 2014, 507) He defines ch’inil literature as “a literature, 

which contained blind flunkeyism and adoration towards Japan without maintaining one’s 

independence”; (Ibid., 2014, 22) he accused its authors of persecuting the Korean language, 

dampening the national spirit, and betraying their country. (Ibid., 2014, 508) Im assumed 

that Koreans should and could have maintained their identity as Koreans. However, 
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considering the fluid and complex nature of identity, it appears nonsensical to have such 

an expectation of Koreans who experienced the colonial rule firsthand. As long as the 

intention of the research remained aimed at judging and condemning these collaborators, 

it will be nearly impossible to appreciate the various facets of collaboration. 

It is telling that Im Chongkuk authored most of the publications on the issue of 

ch’inilp’a in the 1980s, which includes Ilchech’imnyak kwa ch’inilp’a [apanese Imperial 

Rule and Ch’inilp’a], published in 1982 and Ch’inil nonsŏl sŏnjip [A Collection of Ch’inil 

Articles] published in 1987. The lack of publications during the 1970s and 1980s regarding 

ch’inilp’a demonstrates the lack of freedom to pursue such research under the continuous 

authoritarian rules of presidents Park Chunghee and Chun Doohwan. 

1990s–2000s

The resurgence of publications on ch’inilp’a overlaps with South Korea’s transition to 

democracy in the 1990s. In fact, the majority of writings on ch’inilp’a was published from 

the 1990s onwards. In addition, South Korea experienced remarkable economic growth 

during the 1960s and 1980s. By the 1990s, South Korea became a force to be reckoned with 

in Asia. Under these circumstances, there was a rejuvenated effort by Koreans to confront 

their past, including the issue of the pro-Japanese and how to deal with them. During these 

years, ch’inil ch’ŏngsan became a popular mainstream issue. 

Ch’inilp’a: Kŭ In’gan’gwa Nolli (Pro-Japanese Collaborators: the Person and the 
Logic), 1990

Published in 1990, Ch’inilp’a: kŭ in’gan’gwa nolli marks the re-emergence of the issue 

of ch’inil ch’ŏngsan in the public sphere. The interest in this issue exploded, as is evident in 

the succession of publications dedicated to it in the 1990s. This publication is particularly 

illuminating in how it illustrates the issue of ch’inilp’a emerging as a tool for nation building 

in the 1990s. The eradication of ch’inilp’a was seen as a necessary step for South Korea to 

become a democratic state. Lee provides several reasons for why South Korea needs to 

expose alleged pro-Japanese collaborators.  

First, he argues that by eradicating pro-Japanese collaborators, Korean society 

could “establish justice,” (Kim & Chŏng, 1990, 22) reasoning that as these pro-Japanese 

collaborators were criminals, they must be punished as such to maintain public order. 

Furthermore, they must be dealt with for South Korea to have a “like-minded national 

spirit and national identity,” warning that including them as members of this nation “would 

deteriorate Korea’s image and legitimacy as a nation-state.” (Ibid., 1990, 22)

Increasingly, the rhetoric has become highly nationalistic. Ch’inil ch’ŏngsan is pitched as 

an indispensable process through which South Korea must pass to become a “proper” nation 

state. Lee claims that ch’inil ch’ŏngsan would resolve the Korean people’s deep sorrow and 

restore the national spirit and confidence. (Ibid., 1990, 26) As the eradication of ch’inilp’a 
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is used as a tool to build Koreans’ national identity, it is difficult to discuss any ambiguities 

within the issue. Again, there is no effort to clarify the definition of collaboration or to 

discuss whether it should be considered as treason against Koreans in the first place. 

Collaborators are treated as people who should be completely purged from history, which 

obliterates any possible discussion of the actual gray areas of collaboration, a troubling 

trend that continues well into the 2000s. 

In the 2000s, progressives fully embraced ch’inil ch’ŏngsan as their rhetoric in reaching 

the public. Especially President Roh Moohyun (2003–2008) is regarded as the president who 

was most active in his attempts to resolve the issue. (Chang, 2016) During his presidency, 

the congress passed a law titled Iljegangjŏmha panminjok haengwi chinsang kyumyŏng e kwanhan 

t’ŭkpyŏlbŏp (Special act on the identification of anti-nationalist activities under Japanese 

imperialism) on March 22, 2004. In addition, his administration established the Ch’inil 

Panminjok haengwi Chinsang Kyumyŏng Wiwŏnhoe (Identification of Pro-Japanese Anti-

Nationalist Activities Committee) on May 31, 2004 to investigate and identify pro-Japanese 

collaborators. Other progressives embraced this agenda with enthusiasm. Yŏllinuridang, 

South Korea’s progressive party took the initiative and passionately argued for the 

importance of passing and executing this law. Furthermore, its members suggested several 

revisions that would widen the scope of the law (Ryu, 2004) and even argued that the 

investigation should be extended from the initial three years to five years.

While the purpose of the 1948 law was to penalize, the new 2004 law aimed to “assess 

the truth of pro-Japanese anti-nationalist acts,” an inevitable re-interpretation as none of 

the indicted were alive to actually stand trial. Yun Haedong questions whether the Korean 

nation assumed the role of academics in dealing with this issue: 

In a way, it is inevitable to involve the law when dealing with past issues. This is 

because in order to impose punishment on a person or hold a person responsible, 

one must do so through the judicial power. However, we cannot lawfully punish 

a person who is already dead. Even if these collaborators have offense, we cannot 

punish them. Then, how should the state “assess the truth?” Of course, “assessing 

the truth” is fundamentally different from a judicial “trial”. 

However, the fact that this law can summon a witness shows how this law is able 

to use the state’s authority. Furthermore, the ultimate definition of who these 

collaborators are, are decided by the congress. This inherently shows that it is 

not an example of academic research . . . Because this organization is part of the 

government, and the law requires an interpretation based on lawful evidence, it 

has a quasi-judicial function. 

Yoon warns that the state’s involvement in the ch’ŏngsan process was dangerous because it 

could be used as a way to moralize politics. (Yun, 2010, 279)  

Even though progressives welcomed the effort to purge Korea’s past, this effort was 

undermined when a few of the party’s members were accused of having family with a history 
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of pro-Japanese collaboration. Some members voluntarily “confessed” their parents’ sins. 

For instance, Lee Mikyung33 confessed that her father participated in the war as a Japanese 

soldier. In an interview with the press, she commented, “I asked around my father’s friends 

and neighborhood elders. Some have told me he was a soldier in a Japanese army.” She 

suspected that as he attended elementary school through university in Japan, he might have 

volunteered to serve. (Choi, 2014) The fact that many of these politicians were unaware of 

their parents or grandparents’ pro-Japanese activities makes one wonder whether many 

chose to stay silent about their colonial experience over the years, afraid of the repercussions 

if they “confessed” their sins. The committee announced the completion of the final list in 

November 2009, which included 1,005 individuals as pro-Japanese collaborators. 

The Ch’inil Inmyŏng Sajŏn (2009) 

The publication of the Ch’inil inmyŏng sajŏn (Pro-Japanese Biographical Dictionary) 

came at a time when there was already widespread public recognition that the issue of pro-

Japanese collaborators remained unresolved. The Pro-Japanese Biographical Dictionary 

(henceforth “Pro-Japanese Dictionary”), published on November 8, 2009 by the Minjok 

Munje Yŏn’guso, comprises a list of pro-Japanese collaborators. (Yun, 2009) The number 

of pro-Japanese collaborators listed almost sextupled in a span of five years, from 708 in 

2002445 to 4,300 in 2009. This result was expected, as the Minjok Munje Yŏn’guso had seven 

years to conduct extensive research on such individuals. Many researchers and scholars were 

involved and still today, over 10,000 people support the institution’s cause financially.657 

There are many similarities as well as differences between the Pro-Japanese Dictionary’s 

definition of collaboration and the definition formulated by the Korean government in 

1948. While the 1947 legislation and the 1948 law made a clear distinction between pro-

Japanese collaborators, national traitors, and profiteers, the Pro-Japanese Dictionary 

chose to use “pro-Japanese collaborator” as an umbrella term to encompass a variety of 

collaboration activities. The fact that the Pro-Japanese Dictionary treats those who signed 

the ŭlsajoyak (Japan-Korea Treaty of 1905) and the Korean-Japanese Annexation Treaty as 

“pro-Japanese” shows that this term is comprised of all shades of collaboration: from actions 

that would be considered traitorous to seemingly questionable or “minor” collaborations. 

And as the term pro-Japanese was used interchangeably with the term panminjok, it was 

inevitably established that any pro-Japanese act was an act of treason against the Korean 

people. 

In addition, these two materials are similar in that each reflects the unique circumstances 

of the time in which they were created. In the case of the 1947 draft legislation and the 1948 

law, leftist ideologies are observably sprinkled across the text. Section III on profiteers in 

the 1947 legislation aptly illustrates this point. For instance, the law condemns Koreans 

who gained wealth for themselves through abandoned Japanese properties after the war, 

declaring this kind of act to be illegal. It also strongly censures those who gained wealth 

through their connections with authorities or others. Here, the focus is not on whether one 
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held chin’il (an intimate relationship) with the Japanese authority, but whether one profited 

economically through personal connections. This distinction reflects the left’s belief in 

social equality, whereby all people should have equal access to certain social goods and 

services. Left-leaning members argued that such “illegally” obtained properties and wealth 

belonged to the government, not to individuals. (Namchosŏn Kwadoippŏbŭiwŏn, 1984, 355) 

It is also important to note that the law dealt with collaboration throughout the colonial era. 

Anyone who held governmental or managerial positions specified by the law was considered 

to have committed a panminjok act. On the other hand, the Pro-Japanese Dictionary 

especially devotes attention to collaboration under wartime circumstances, placing special 

emphasis on individuals who propagated the Japanese Empire’s wartime propaganda. 

This not only includes those who gave public speeches and wrote newspaper articles to 

encourage Koreans to participate in the war efforts, but also individuals who beautified the 

ongoing war through various artistic acts such as painting, music, and dance performances. 

The editors of the Pro-Japanese Dictionary argue that the type of criteria that are 

applied depends on “the purpose of purging and the needs of a particular era.” (Yun, 2009, 

20) They assert that the Pro-Japanese Dictionary has different criteria than the 1948 law 

because its purpose was “to question thoroughly about past wrongs.” (Yun, 2009, 20) This 

type of rhetoric allows making anachronistic decisions beforehand about which type of 

story these materials tell, rather than letting the historical documents speak for themselves. 

Furthermore, even though the dictionary was published approximately 60 years after 

the 1948 law, many of the criteria remained unclear and begged deeper contemplation. 

For instance, was propagating war propaganda to be considered a war crime? If so, should 

every effort towards war propaganda be considered as a crime? If this is true, should not all 

nations involved in World War II be held responsible for their war propaganda, including 

the allies? Another example of a vague criterion is number 6: “those who committed the 

above acts while living abroad.” (See Appendix IV, 6) Why should those living abroad have 

an unwavering loyalty towards Korea? How long do they need to have lived abroad before 

being exempt from this criterion? What if people identified as Japanese because they spent 

most of their lives in Japan? Are they still required to remain “loyal” to the Korean minjok? 

Due to the criteria’s ambiguities, one begins to wonder whether anyone is exempt from 

these accusations, especially when it is “right” to retrospectively judge individuals. 

Conclusion 

This paper attempted to trace the evolution of public discussions regarding ch’inilp’a 

criteria, by examining various materials from differing eras. The 1947 legislation and 

1948 law were used as a reference point for other materials, since these reflect the Korean 

government’s first attempt to address the issue of collaboration during the post-liberation 

years. Starting with Ch’inilp’a Kunsang and ending with Ch’inil Inmyŏng Sajŏn, this paper 

examined what has changed and what has remained of the criteria. Hopefully, further 

re-examination of the criteria from various periods would prompt a difficult but necessity 
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investigation into fully grasping and understanding the grey areas of Korean collaboration 

under colonial rule. 

Notes
 1 Moribe is defined as anyone who uses any means to gain profit for themselves. The English 

translation of the legislation uses the word “profiteer.”
 2 In an effort to increase volunteers for Japanese empire’s war efforts including the military, the 

GGK hosted lectures throughout Chosŏn where Korean elites often gave propaganda speeches.
 3 Lee Mikyung served as a congresswoman from 1996-2014.
 4 This list was complied by a group of South Korean congress members in 2002. The group called 

themselves as Minjokchŏnggi rŭl seunŭn kukhoeŭiwŏn moim (An Assembly of Congress Members 
to Revitalize the National Spirit).

 5  For further information on the center’s on-going activities, you can visit their official site:  
https://www.minjok.or.kr.
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APPENDIX I

“Puil hyŏmnyŏkcha, minjok panyŏkcha, kansangbae e taehan t’ŭkpyŏl chorye” (The Special Law on Pro-Japanese, 
National Traitors and Profiteers (July 2nd, 1947)

Section I National Traitors
Article I. Those who have worked against the interests of the nation or hindered the movement for national 
independence in conspiracy or cooperation with Japan or other foreign powers and who shall be applied to any of 
the following items are defined as national traitors: 

1. Those who have planned and negotiated for, or signed, Korean-Japanese Protective Treaty, Korean-
Japanese Annexation Treaty, and any other documents which may have infringed national 
sovereignty.

2. Those who have been selected peers by Japan.
3. Those who have been appointed members of Japanese Parliament. 
4. Those who have undermined and hindered the cause of independence by destroying public utilities, 

by committing murder or arson, or by instigating masses to commit such crimes.
5. Those who have collaborated with the Japanese, forsaking integrity and principle. 
6. Those how have persecuted, murdered, inflicted punishments on those who have worked for the 

cause of independence or those who have given instructions or commanded others to commit such 
crimes. 

Article II. Those who may be answerable for any of the above shall be sentenced to death, imprisonment, sine die, 
of less than ten years; all or part of their property shall be confiscated or they shall be deprived of their citizenship 
for the duration of less than fifteen years. 

Section II Japanese Collaborators 
Article III. Those who have worked against the interests of the nation by compromising themselves in sinister 
activities, utilizing themselves of the Japanese influence during the Japanese domination over Korea shall be 
defined as Japanese collaborators. 

A. They are as follows: 
1. Those who have inherited peerage under the Japanese Administration.
2. Vice-Chairman, advisers, councilors of Privy Council.
3. Those who had been officials above the rank of Cho-kuninkan.
4. Those who have undermined the cause of independence by spying activities.
5. Those who have been of important functionaries of organizations, the objective of which had been 

to undermine the cause of independence. 
6. Those who have been responsible for war industry for Japan on a big scale. 
7. Those who have contributed voluntarily more than 100,000 yen or war materials worth the above 

mentioned sum of money.
8. Those who have committed sinister activities in other ways. 

B. Those who are answerable for any of the following items with undoubtful evidences of crime: 
1. Those who have been members of “gun,” provincial and other organizations on higher level, the 

aims of which were to consult or decide policies for the Japanese. 
2. Those who have been officials on and above the rank of soninkan or who had been officials on or 

above the rank of hanninkan in the army, and police, and those who had positions in the high 
departments of the police.

3. Those who had been in leading positions of economic, social, cultural, press organizations, whose 
aims were to promote Japanese policies.

Article IV. Those who are answerable for any of the above shall be imprisoned for less than five years or shall be 
deprived of citizenship for less than ten years. According to the nature and degree of their crimes, part or all of 
their property should be confiscated.

Section III Profiteers 
Article V. Those who have disturbed economic stability and caused economic distresses by unscrupulous activities 
and who are answerable for any of the following items are defined as profiteers. 
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1. Those who have accumulated wealth by illegally utilizing themselves of Japanese property—
individuals or national.

2. Those who have made money by making use of influence of authorities or others.
3. Those who misused ration materials. 
4. Those who have smuggled goods. 

Article VI- Those who are answerable for any of the above items shall be sentenced to imprisonment of less than 
five years or to a fine of double the sum of accumulated money.

Section IV
Punishments to be increased or reduced
Article VII. Those who are answerable for any of the above mentioned laws and who show and evident repentance 
or who will confess on his own accord shall have lighter punishment or be exonerated. 
Article VIII. Those who will plot to injure others by making false reports shall be punished by the same laws, 
which apply to those who have actually committed the crime.

APPENDIX II

“Panminjok haengwi ch’ŏbŏlbŏp” (the National Traitor Law), (August 7th, 1948)

Section 1 The Crimes 
Article I. Those who conspired with Japan and actively collaborated with Japan’s annexation of Korea, or have 
signed a treaty or a document which has resulted in an infringement of Korea’s sovereignty, shall be sentenced to 
death or receive a life-sentence without parole and have more than half of their property and inheritance 
confiscated. 

Article II. Those who have been selected peers by Japan or those who have been appointed members of Japanese 
Parliament shall receive a life sentence without parole or receive a sentence for at least more than five years. 
Furthermore, their entire or more than half of their property and inheritance will be confiscated. 

Article III. Those how have persecuted or killed independence activ ists or their family members with a 
vicious intent; or who have led these persecutions shall be sentenced to death or r life imprisonment without 
parole or receive a sentence of five years or more years.

Article IV. Those who are found guilty of any of the following crimes shall be imprisoned for up to ten years or 
shall be deprived of their citizenship for up to fifteen years. 

1. Those who have inherited peerage under the Japanese Administration.
2. Those who served as a vice-chairman, advisers, or councilors of the Privy Council.
3. Those who had been officials above the rank of ch’igimgwan (the highest ranking government 

official). 
4. Those who have undermined the cause of independence by conducting spy activities.
5. Those who have been of important functionaries of organizations with the objective of undermining 

the cause of independence. 
6. Those who participated in war-related industry for Japan on a large scale. 
7. Those who participated in war-related industries that manufactured airplanes, arms, and 

ammunition. 
8. Those who have been members of a provincial or district counsel who adulated the Japanese 

government and left clear evidence of one’s ethnic crimes (minjokchŏk choe). 
9. Those who worked as government officials and used their position to harm the Korean people and 

left clear evidence of their vicious intent. 
10. Those who worked as a head and led with vicious intent in organizations established to strengthen 
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Japan’s national policies. 
11. Those who had been in leading positions of economic, social, cultural, press organizations, that 

betrayed the national spirit and belief and used panminjok press and other means to collaborate 
[with Japan] to implement Japan’s policy of aggression. 

12. Those who personally committed sinister acts and adulated the Japanese and caused harm against 
the Korean people. 

Article V. Those who have been in a government official position in the colonial government above level three, 
government and public officials above level five, military police, hŏnbyŏngbo [J: 憲兵補 ], or special police, cannot 
work as a public official until the statue of limitations on this law is expired. Engineers will be exempted. 

Article VI. Those who show sincere repentance and change of heart shall have their sentence reduced or be 
exonerated. 

Article VII. Those who falsely report, commit perjury, or temper with evidence shall be punished accordingly. 

Article VIII. Those who have committed any of the above acts are prohibited from establishing any organizations; 
if they do so they shall be imprisoned for up to one year.

APPENDIX III
Ch’inilp’a Kunsang (A Group of Pro-Japanese), (1948)

1 Those who volunteered to do pro-Japanese activities with a sincere heart 
1.1 Those who knew that ch’inil and especially wartime collaboration was not right but did it for their 

personal benefit such as finance, status, or safety of one’s own life 
1.2 Those who believed that ch’inil would lead to naisten ittai and wartime collaboration would lead to 

securing Koreans’ well-being (they were unable to predict Japan would lose) 
1.3 Those who, as ch’inil and wartime collaborators, gained government officials’ favor and used authority of 

this person to exert power and obtained privileges. Those who aimed to be promoted as member of the 
House of Representatives or high official for personal gains 

1.4 Those who, as a high official or a leader of ch’inilp’a, believed that since everything was already in 
motion, this was a chance to actively show loyalty and patriotism; and in the future, Korean minjok and 
individuals will have an advantage 

1.5 Those who committed fanatical ch’inil or passionate collaboration 

2 Those who passively pretended to collaborate 
2.1 Those who were obliged to collaborate in order to avoid the police’s persecution and protect one’s safety, 

status or businesses 
2.2 Those who originally held a favorable view towards the United States and England but not Japan. Or, 

those who held pro-U.S. and anti-japan thoughts but because of threats they felt fear and to keep their 
job, took on an excessive pro-Japanese attitude and blindly obeyed 

2.3 Those who served as a government official at a ch’inil organization such as Kungmin ch’ongnyŏng 
Chosŏn yŏnmaeng (國民總力朝鮮聯盟 ) or similar wartime collaboration organizations. Or, those who 
were selected as presenters of lectures but could not refuse. They chose to either leave their name on the 
list or participated but did not actually give a presentation 

2.4 Those who, at press conferences, neglected to address what is right or wrong but rather tactfully only 
discussed safe topics that would not cause any trouble. However, on the actual print, despite your 
intentions, something completely different was writtes. However, since you could not ask for revisions you 
let them be.
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APPENDIX IV

Ch’inil inmyŏng sajŏn (Pro-Japanese Biographical Dictionary), (2009)

1. A person who was involved in Japan’s seizure of Korea’s national sovereignty
1). A person who enthusiastically collaborated with the Japanese Empire’s pillage of Korea’s national sovereignty 
by agreeing to the Japan-Korea Treaty of 1905 and the Japan-Korea Annexation Treaty of 1910
2). A person who inherited or received peerage under the Japanese Empire  

2. A person who participated in one of the colonial government’s organizations (the ranks are specified)

3. A person who disrupted the independence movement
1). Anyone who attacked or ordered to attack individuals, groups, or military units who fought against the 
Japanese Empire in order to protect or recover (Korea’s) national sovereignty 
2). Anyone who collaborated with the Japanese Empire’s colonial rule or participated in organizations with the 
purpose of hindering independence movements 
3). Anyone who collaborated with the Japanese Empire and hindered the independence movements through 
espionage 
4). Anyone who murdered/executed/abused/arrested independence activists and their family members or 
ordered others to commit such acts 

4.  A person who collaborated with Japan’s war of aggression
1). Anyone who promoted, incited, or pressured voluntary or mandatory conscription (including the 
recruitment of students), the delivery of rice to the Japanese government, or contributed to its national defense 
2). Anyone who enthusiastically collaborated with forced mobilization and management of “comfort women” 
3). Anyone who contributed a large sum of money and valuables to support  Japan’s war of aggression 
4). Anyone who were responsible for manufacturing military supplies 
5). Anyone who actively participated in organizations with the purpose of supporting Japan’s war of aggression 

5. Intellectuals, religious leaders and artists who cooperated with Japan’s colonial rule and its war of aggression
1). Religious leaders who collaborated with the Japanese Empire’s colonial rule and its war of aggression 
2). A person who promoted, instigated and enthusiastically beautified, or praised the Japanese Empire’s colonial 
rule and war of aggression through works and performances in the area of arts, including literature, the fine 
arts, music, dance, plays and films 
3). A person who accepted, enthusiastically or applied, and spread logic of the Japanese Empire’s colonial rule 
and the war of aggression as area of education, academic, and the mass media 
4). A person who assumed a position of authority in pro-Japanese or war collaboration organizations 
5). A person in other professional fields who enthusiastically collaborated with the Japanese Empire’s colonial 
policies and the war of aggression 

6.  Other Pro-Japanese persons
1). A person who received rewards or exploits for cooperating with Japan’s colonial rule and its war of 
aggression and showed a clear intent of collaborating with the Japanese
2). A person who collaborated with Japanese who destroyed, annihilated Korean culture and took part in illegal 
transfer of cultural heritage and damaged these items
3). A person who has a history as an independence fighter but who defected and chose to collaborate with the 
Japanese
4). A person who committed the above acts while living abroad

7. Exceptions
(a)  A person who may not fit into any of the above categories but has a clear evidence that they committed pro-
Japanese actions
(b) Anyone who fits into above categories can be exempted if they can demonstrate that they became anti-
Japanese later on.


